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Terminator Genisys: Rise of the Resistance is a co-operative 

game for 1-4 players set in the post-apocalyptic year of 2029. 

Playing as heroes among the remaining forces of humanity, 

you will battle against the near-unstoppable forces of Skynet 

over a seven-Mission narrative campaign. 

Following the story of John Connor’s mission to send Kyle 

Reese to the past, you’ll do everything from rescuing 

prisoners to dealing with infiltrators, from gathering weapons 

and supplies to taking part in the final assault against Skynet’s 

secret weapon, the Time Machine.

Join the Resistance and fight for the future of humanity!

There are two ways to play the game: Campaign and Skirmish.

Every time you play, you’ll use the Mission Book to select 

a Mission to play. The game is intended to be played as a 

series of linked Missions, following the story chronologically 

and facing increasing odds as the players draw ever closer to 

securing the Time Machine. In this Campaign mode, players 

keep various cards they have earned at the end of each 

Mission, and carry them forward into later Missions. 

However, players may also choose to simply play a single 

Mission as a one-off Skirmish. Each Mission has additional 

setup instructions for this game mode.

You can also play Terminator Genisys: Rise of the Resistance 

by yourself. During solo play, you control two Characters 

and play as if it were a 2-player game. You may also choose 

to control more than 2 Characters if you wish. No other 

modifications are made to the rules for solo play.
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S Blade: After Defending against a Range-1 attack, the attacking Character suffers 1 Wound.Knockback: After resolving Reactions, if you rolled at least 3H against this Enemy in a single attack, move it 1 hex further away from you, if possible.

ATTACK

DEFENSE

RANGE

MOVE

ROTR

T-1000

BOSS

-
5

6
2

Terminator

Deploy: If this Enemy can attack 

without moving, it makes 2 attacks.

ATTACK

DEFENSE

RANGE

MOVE

ROTR

ENEMY

3
4

12
2

T-72 Platform
Plasma Cannon

weapon

ATTACK

RANGE

ROTR

5/6 You may reroll 1 result.

LEVEL  S

Plasma Assault Rifle

6

3

20 4 6

1 3 5

–1 Move
Each time you attack the T-1000, ignore 1H  result.

–1 Move –2 Move –3 Move

–2 Move

–1 Attack

–1 Attack
Stunned

ROTR

T-1000 STAGGER mk2

enemy surge

0

1

2

3

surge

ROTR

Driver

alpha
1

bravo
2

2 2
2

2

1

1

1

1

charlie
3

delta
4

echo

5
foxtrot 6

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

weapon

weapon / equipment

equipment

You do not pay additional movement points to  

move through Obstacles.

When Attacking, add 1H result.

This Action Space copies an Attack Action Space 

on one of your equipped Weapon cards.kyle reese assault leader Plasma Assault Rifle, Plasma Canister
Starts with:

ROTR

weapon
weapon / equipment

equipment

     When using this Interact Action Space,  

you may change the die to any value.

     This die must match an Enemy Entrance.  

Any character can discard this die to use its  

value instead of one Reinforcement Roll result.

When Defending, reroll all S results.

?

?

alex hacker
Plasma Rifle, EMP Grenade

Starts with:

ROTR

weapon
weapon / equipment

equipment

      One other character in your Zone can  

borrow this die (without rolling it) on their turn  

to perform an Action.

Place an extra Rank Token here. Once per round, a 

character in your Zone ignores 1 Wound. Flip this 

Rank token to mark when you use this ability.

When Attacking, ignore 1 S result.

?

john connor commander Plasma Assault Rifle, Medkit
Starts with:

ROTR

weapon weapon / equipment equipment

          When you use this Action to Rescue a 
Downed character, they remove 1 extra Wound.

When Defending, ignore 1 S result.

Attack up to 2 adjacent Enemies:  
Roll 3 Attack dice and apply the results to both.

5/6

guardian terminator Plasma Shotgun, High-Explosive Rounds
Starts with:

ROTR

S  Dodge: If at least 1S is rolled 

when Defending, cancel 1H.Flying: This Enemy ignores  
yellow obstacles when moving.

ATTACK

DEFENSE

RANGE

MOVE

ROTR

ENEMY

2

8

2

2

HK-8 DronePlasma Cannon

0

1

2

3

4

surge
ROTR

enemy surge

ROTR

When you Rest, discard this card to remove all 

wounds from yourself or an adjacent character.

OR

When you Rescue a Downed character,  

discard this card to remove all their wounds.

Medkit

equipment, medical

LEVEL  S

ROTR

You can only carry 1 Armor card. When you 

take a Wound, place it on one of the Armor 

slots on this card. If there are no more empty 

slots, discard this card and those Wounds. 

LEVEL  2

Body Armor

equipment, armor

ROTR

? Place your Grenade 

token within Range equal 

to this die’s value, then roll 

this die. Choose a number 

of Enemies equal to the roll in the same zone 

as the Grenade token. Each chosen Enemy is 

Stunned. Then, discard this card.

EMP Grenade

equipment, grenade, tech

LEVEL  S
EQUIPMENT

weapon
ATTACK

RANGE

ROTR

LEVEL  3

Grenade Launcher

2-6
-

weapon
ATTACK

RANGE

Roll 2 Attack dice. For each H result,  

Deal 1 wound to the Enemy or a target adjacent 

to the Enemy, ignoring Defense.

weapon
ATTACK

RANGE

ROTR

This weapon’s attacks deal an extra Wound.

5/6 Each of your F results add H 

             (in addition to triggering abilities).

LEVEL  1

Sniper Rifle Mk.II

5-12
4

weapon
ATTACK

RANGE

weaponATTACK
RANGE

ROTR

5/6 You may reroll 1 result.

LEVEL  3

Plasma Cannon

84
weaponATTACK

RANGE

WEAPON

class

ROTR

When Attacking an adjacent Enemy, also 

apply your dice results to 1 other Enemy 

adjacent to you.

When Defending against an adjacent 

Enemy, reroll 1 S result.

close combat

class

ROTR

Treat this space as an extra wound.

Whenever you use a Move action  

space, move 1 additional hex, even 

if you are Down.

assault

class

ROTR

Place a Rank token here. Any Character 

in your Zone (including you) can use this 

Rank Token.

sergeant

Treat this space as an extra wound.

CLASS

MISSIONS

RULES

V1B

L1B
L2B

L3B

L4A

L5A

H1B

H2B

S1A S2B S3B

S4B

V2B

?

? delta

d

alpha

a
charlie

c

?
?

bravo

b

ready

ready

ready

ready

Driver

Gunner

S Relentless: If at least 1S 

is rolled when Defending, move 

1 hex closer to the nearest 

Character. Then, 1 adjacent 

Character suffers 1 Wound.

ATTACK

DEFENSE

RANGE

MOVE

ROTR

T-800

ENEMY

3
4

6
3

Plasma Cannon

ENEMY

books 2
This Rule Book

Mission Book

dice 22
Action Dice (six-sided) 16 (4 sets of 4)

Reinforcement Dice (six-sided) 2

Attack Dice (custom six-sided) 4

cards 104
Class 16

Weapon 20

Equipment 44

Enemy 9

Player Reference 4

Object Reference 8 

Enemy Surge 1

T-1000 Stagger 1

Truck Damage 1

boards 17
Large Map Tile 5

Horizontal Map Tile 2

Vertical Map Tile 2

Small Map Tile 4

Character Board 4

components

Tokens 112
Wounds 35

Rank 25

Activation 4

Grenade 4

Obstacle / Door (Two-hex) 7

Obstacles (One-hex) 10

Supply Crate / Terminal 8

Enemy Entrance 7

Waypoint 8

Truck 2

Enemy Tracker 2

miniatures 38
John Connor 1

Kyle Reese 1

Guardian T-800 1

Alex 1

Resistance Soldier 3

T-800 12

HK-8 Drone 12

T-72 Platform 4

T-800 Commander 1

T-800 Flamethrower 1

T-1000 1

Base Rings 32 (4 sets of 8)
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component overview

Each Mission uses a series of Tiles to form the play area.  

Tiles have several common features:

Hexes: Individual spaces that can be occupied by Characters, 

Enemies, and Obstacles. 

Zones: Hexes are grouped into Zones, which are divided by 

blue glowing borders. Small Tiles are generally a complete 

Zone, while larger Tiles are divided into several Zones. Zones 

are used to determine certain area effects in the game.

Walls: Thick black lines with red glowing borders that divide 

Zones and separate indoor environments from outdoor ones.

Indoor/Outdoor: Some game effects specify Indoor or 

Outdoor Tiles. Indoor Tiles have Walls around their edges.

Tile Labelling: Each Tile is labelled for reference in the 

following format: [Size][Number][Side]. There are 4 sizes of 

Map Tiles: Large (L), Horizontal (H), Vertical (V), and Small 

(S). Each Tile is numbered, followed by an A or B, which is the 

front or back of a Tile.

Obstacle tokens are placed on top of Map Tiles during Mission 

setup to add Cover and Objectives. They have either a red 

outline (wall) or a yellow outline (difficult movement).

Cover Obstacles have a Defense rating (shield icon) that 

absorbs damage instead of a Character occupying them. 

When these obstacles take damage equal to their Defense 

rating, they are destroyed and removed from the Map. 

Interactive Obstacles have reference cards and/or Special 

Rules included with a Mission for what they do. Supply Crates 

are where Characters find new Equipment and Weapon cards, 

while Terminals have Mission-specific effects.

Doors are on the back of 2-hex Obstacles. They divide Map 

Tiles with walls and block Movement and Line of Sight while 

closed. In most Missions, they can be opened and removed 

from the Map.

Trucks are large double-sided tokens. One Truck has a 

mounted plasma cannon on the roof, the other is unarmed. 

Both truck tokens have a destroyed side on the back. There 

are several reference cards for the Truck that correspond 

to the circed areas on the token.

These are placed on top of Map Tiles during Mission setup to mark locations 

with special importance according to the Mission’s Special Rules. When a 

Character enters a Zone with the Waypoint token, immediately refer to the 

matching section of the Mission’s Special Rules, revealing the Waypoint token if 

it’s face-down (the side with the ? icon).

map tiles

obstacles

waypoints

L4B

H2B

S4A

V2B

1 1

2

Supply Crate

Door

Cover (1 and 2 hexes) Terminal

Truck

(Front/Back)

Back

(Unknown Waypoint)

Front

?alpha

a
bravo

b

3

Driver
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weapon weapon / equipment equipment

          When you use this Action to Rescue a 
Downed character, they remove 1 extra Wound.

When Defending, ignore 1 S result.

Attack up to 2 adjacent Enemies:  
Roll 3 Attack dice and apply the results to both.

5/6

guardian terminator Plasma Shotgun, High-Explosive Rounds
Starts with:

ROTR

alpha
1

Enemy Entrances are named (Alpha, Bravo, etc) and double-

sided, with a light side (one die result) and a heavy side (two 

die results). The 3-result Skynet Entrance may be used if 

players wish to make the game more challenging (see page 22).

After each player’s turn, players roll Reinforcement Dice to 

determine if and where Enemy Reinforcements are placed at 

Enemy Entrances around the Map edge.

Each player uses a miniature, Character board, and set of 4 

dice to track the following information about their Character 

as they play: A Character’s Name, Class, and starting 

Weapon or Equipment cards are shown in the top banner (1). 

Rank tokens (2) are a measure of a Character’s overall 

fighting experience and are awarded as you play through the 

campaign. Stack them here and spend them to mitigate bad 

luck by rerolling Attack or Action dice . 

enemy entrances

characters

Rank token

Grenade

token

Wound token

Light Side (1 result)

Reinforcement Dice

Heavy Side (2 results)

Skynet Entrance (3 results)

Wound Slots (3) mark how many hits a Character can take.  

If they suffer a Wound token they cannot place on the Character 

board, they are knocked ‘Down’ and become ineffective. 

Downed Characters are not dead. They are merely injured, 

and can be rescued by allies to return to fighting form.

Each Character uses a set of components of a matching 

colour: an Activation token (4), 4 dice, and a Grenade token.

The Activation Token marks whether they have taken their 

turn yet in the current round. This is useful to help remember 

where you were when pausing Missions to reveal Waypoints, 

or when you play solo and control multiple Characters.

Action Spaces (5) are where you assign dice to perform 

different types of Actions. Each space can only hold one die.

The set of 3 Character Abilities (6) represent unique things 

each Character can do. Some modify Attack Dice results (F), 

others have passive effects (∞), and some are additional 

Action Spaces. As you play the campaign, Characters earn 

more abilities in the form of Class cards. These are placed to 

the right of the Character board.  

See page 20 for a list of Character abilities.

Finally, the bottom banner of the Character board has three 

Card Slots (7) for Weapon and/or Equipment cards. The 

middle slot can be used for either type (allowing a Character 

to carry 1 Weapon and 2 Equipment, or 2 Weapons and 1 

Equipment). If a Character ever gains a Weapon or Equipment 

card they do not have a Card Slot for, they must rearrange 

and discard any excess cards. 

alpha
12

135
skynet

ready

1

2 4

5
3 3 3

6

7 77
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EQUIPMENT

WEAPON

weapon & equipment cards

attack dice

class cards

ROTR

? Place your Grenade 

token within Range equal 

to this die’s value, then roll 

this die. Choose a number 

of Enemies equal to the roll in the same zone 

as the Grenade token. Each chosen Enemy is 

Stunned. Then, discard this card.

EMP Grenade

equipment, grenade, tech

LEVEL  S

weaponATTACK RANGE

ROTR

5/6 You may reroll 1 result.

LEVEL  S

Plasma Assault Rifle

63

CLASS

class

ROTR

2/3 Treat this die’s value as 4.

When Defending, you may use Cover 
Obstacles in adjacent hexes.

scout

Weapon and Equipment cards are used by Characters.  

Both kinds of cards share the following attributes:

Name (1): A description of the Weapon or Equipment.

Type & Keywords (2): This affects which slot(s) the card 

can be placed in at the bottom edge of a Character board. 

Keywords are also referenced by other cards.

Effect (3): What the card does when you use it. Some 

Equipment cards also have Action Spaces followed by red dice 

icons. In this case, you only apply the effect listed if you use a 

die with the value shown.

Level (4): An identifier used by Mission setup instructions, 

telling when players can encounter this card during the 

Campaign story. Starting Equipment that belongs to 

Characters is marked with S, while Levels 1, 2 and 3 indicate 

cards of increasing rarity and power level.

Weapons have the following additional attributes:

Action Spaces (5): Players assign dice here to make Attacks 

using this Weapon. 

Attack (6): The number of Attack Dice this Weapon rolls.

Range (7): Distance in hexes this Weapon can Attack.  

If a Weapon has two numbers separated by a hyphen, these 

are its minimum and maximum range respectively.

 The set in which this card appears.

As you play the campaign, Characters earn Class cards, which reflect 

their growing experience on the battlefield. Each card has two new 

abilities, which come in the following types:

Action Spaces: These grant new actions, similar to ones found on 

Character boards.

Passive (∞): These abilities always apply.

Fist: These abilities are used when Attacking or defending.

Tokens: Some cards grant additional Wound Slots or Rank tokens.

These special six-sided dice are rolled by Characters and 

Enemies when they Attack. They use the following icons: 

 H Hit: Characters count these when Attacking.  

S Skull: When a Character Attacks, this icon provokes a 

reaction from their target. When Enemies Attack, 

they use these faces as hits.

F Fist:  When a Character Attacks or defends, they can 

use one of their matching abilities for each Fist rolled.

Hit Hit 2 Hits Hit + Fist Skull Skull

1

1

2

2

3

3

6

5

7

4

4
8

8

The six faces of an Attack Die:
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Skynet’s Machines are represented by 

miniatures with matching cards. Most 

Enemies have a single card with stats 

and special abilities, while Bosses have 

two cards: a stat card and a Logic card.

All non-Boss Enemies are marked with 

base rings that match the colours used 

by the players. After each player’s turn, Enemies of their colour also 

take a turn. Bosses don’t use base rings because they take a turn 

after every player.

Enemies have the following attributes on their cards:

Name (1): The Enemy’s name and nickname given by the Resistance.

Stats (2): Basic information about the Enemy:

Defense: The number of Hits required in one Attack roll to deal 

a Wound to that Enemy. If an Attack rolls fewer hits than this, 

nothing happens.

Move: The distance in hexes the Enemy can advance toward a 

Character when it activates. 

Attack: Number of Attack Dice rolled when the Enemy Attacks.

Range: Number of hexes away from which the Enemy can Attack.

Type (3): This lets you know if this Enemy is considered a Boss. 

Bosses have the following features:

• They have a Logic card (4) that determines what they do 

when they activate, based on the result of a die roll.

• They do not use coloured bases, and activate after each 

player’s turn.

• They take multiple Wounds to destroy, or in the case of the 

T-1000, cannot be destroyed by normal means. 

Special Abilities and Reactions (5): This section has passive effects 

that modify the behavior of this Enemy from the standard rules.

Reactions (6): These abilities apply when players Attack the Enemy 

and roll one or more S results on their Attack Dice. An Enemy’s 

Reaction only triggers once per Attack.

Set Identifier (7): The set in which this card appears.

ENEMY

enemies

S Relentless: If at least 1S 

is rolled when Defending, move 

1 hex closer to the nearest 

Character. Then, 1 adjacent 

Character suffers 1 Wound.

ATTACK

DEFENSE

RANGE

MOVE

ROTR

T-800

ENEMY

3 4

63

Plasma Cannon

Stagger: This Enemy cannot be 

destroyed. Track H rolled against 

this Enemy on the T-1000 Stagger 

card, and apply the matching penalty 

when this Enemy Activates. Wounds 

dealt by Grenades and Special Weapons 

count as 2H. 

Logic: Move toward nearest Character, 

(attempt to get adjacent) then attack 

them. If they are adjacent, add 1 S
result to the attack roll.

? After activating (including if this 

Enemy was Stunned), roll 1 die and 

remove a number of Hits from the 

Stagger card equal to the result.

ROTR

T-1000
Terminator

S Blade: After Defending against 
a Range-1 attack, the attacking 
Character suffers 1 Wound.

Knockback: After resolving Reactions, 
if you rolled at least 3H against this 
Enemy in a single attack, move it 1 hex 
further away from you, if possible.

ATTACK

DEFENSE

RANGE

MOVE

ROTR

T-1000

BOSS

- 5

62

Terminator

0

1

2

3

4

surge

ROTR

enemy surge

enemy surge card
Some Missions use this card to track the arrival of a large group 

of Enemies. The Mission’s Special Rules explain how it is used.

T-1000 stagger card
This double-sided card is used in conjunction with the special 

abilities of the T-1000 Boss; the Mission will tell you which side 

to use. Place an Enemy Tracker token on this card to mark 

how many hits have been rolled against the T-1000. When the 

T-1000 activates, it suffers penalties if it has taken  

a lot of weapons fire.

1

1

2

2

5

5

3

3

4

7

7

6

6

Enemy 

Tracker

Token

20 4 6

1 3 5

–1 Move

–1 Move –2 Move –3 Move

–2 Move

–1 Attack

–1 Attack
Stunned

ROTR

T-1000 STAGGER
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ROTR

Resistance Soldier

Actions:

• Move.

• Attack.

• Rest: Remove 1 Wound.  

              C
annot Rescue.

4/5/6 Perform 2 Actions

Command this Ally to perform  

1 Action from the list below.

ATTACK

RANGE

MOVE

5

6
3

Driver

ROTR

Truck: Driver’s Seat

? Drive the Truck foward or backward up to 

this die’s value. You cannot enter hexes occupied 

by Characters, Enemies, Walls, or Obstacles. 

5/6 At any time during this movement, you  

       may destroy 1 adjacent Enemy or Obstacle.

1

ROTR

Supply Crate

Can be used as Cover. 

Interact 4/5/6 while adjacent:Remove the Supply Crate token from the map.Draw 2 Equipment cards and immediately give them to any Characters in your Zone (including yourself). If those Characters don’t have available slots, they may immediately exchange cards with the new ones.  
         Discard any excess cards.

reference cards

Mission book

The Resistance Soldiers, Truck, and several other 

Obstacle Tiles have effects and abilities that are listed 

on these double-sided Reference cards. Whenever 

one of these components is used in a Mission, place 

its matching card beside the play area.

This book contains seven Missions that follow the Resistance 

as they battle to capture the Time Machine and send Kyle 

Reese back to 1984. Each Mission has the following sections, 

spread across several pages:

Mission 01

22

MISSION 01: GATHERING SUPPLIES

“It all comes down to the next few hours.”

John Connor fixed each of us with his dark brown eyes, 

making sure we all took his words to heart.

“Everything we’ve fought for, bled for, and died for is on the 

line. Everyone who gave whatever they could, including them-

selves—now it’s time to make sure those sacrifices weren’t in 

vain. It all comes down to the Colorado team—and us.”

And then, just as quick, he grinned. “No pressure, huh?”

That’s John. Fearless, determined leader one moment, yet 

somehow able to set his soldiers at ease in the next.

The three of us smiled back. Kyle’s grin faded as quickly as 

it appeared. The Guardian—the first reprogrammed T-800 we 

took from Skynet—smiled too, a creepy grin stretching across 

its face like a death’s head. Damn thing gave me the creeps. 

Always had.

The mood lightened in the back of the jouncing cargo truck, 

but only a little. For John was right—the next few hours would 

determine whether the Resistance lives—and Skynet dies.

After Judgement Day, the remains of humanity were left 

scratching out a bare existence in the steel, mud, and bones 

of the nuked world. We almost didn’t make it…until John rose 

up and brought us with him. He showed us that it wasn’t over, 

that as long as even one of us still drew breath, we could fight 

the machines. That’s exactly what we’ve done for I don’t know 

how many years now. And John has been there at every step 

we’re already living there—but his unstoppable spirit has often 

been the reason we still fight today.

And now, we’re on the brink of doing what many thought 

was impossible. The Resistance was on a Mission to stamp 

out Skynet once and for all.

That’s not our Mission, however. Today John is leading us 

somewhere else, a remote work camp where the machines 

take captured humans to work until they die. There’s some-

thing important about the camp—John knows what it is, but 

he’s kept it to himself. It must be something big, though, to 

take us all the way out into the nuke-hot desert instead of 

backing up the Colorado team.

But first we’re making a stop along the way. Unlike the 

machines, unlike the T-800 riding with us, humans need food 

and weapons. We need clothes and shelter. The endos can 

come at us all day and all night, twenty-four/seven. We need 

supplies to live. We need supplies to fight. Scavenging is the 

second thing people learn out here.

Killing the machines is the first.

The truck stops at what looks like the remains of a military 

base, Gunmetal-gray steel bunkers, pitted and scoured from 

decades of harsh weather, rise from the ground. Sand dunes 

taller than me are piled up near the main entrance.

John sent the Guardian to scout ahead. With the shriek of 

protesting metal, a blast door was wrenched open. Weapons 

at the ready, we cautiously entered…

Have the player who is playing Alex  

(or choose a player to) read the Introduction:

along the way. It’s not that we would follow him into Hell—

Mission setup
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Objectives:
These Objectives must be completed in order:

1. Locate and pick up all 3 Supplies (Waypoint Tokens).

2. All Characters are in the Truck (enter from either of the 

half-hexes marked with white arrows). 

Campaign Reward: 

All Characters keep their Weapons and Equipment,  

and gain a new Class card.

waypoints:
Use Waypoints Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, and Echo. Shuffle 

the tokens and place one face down at each ? Waypoint icon 

on the map diagram.

cards used:
Equipment Deck: Level 1

Weapon Deck: Level 1

Reference: Supply Crate, Blast Door, Passenger’s Seat.

MAP SETUP

Enemy Pool:

Tiles:  

L2B, L3B, L4B, L5B, 

H2B,

S1B, S2B, S4B.

Obstacles:

Supply Crate x6

Door x1

2-hex Obstacle x5

1-hex Obstacle x6

Truck (unarmed)

 

Campaign / skirmish setup:
• Each Character begins this Mission with 1 Rank token.

• All Characters begin with only their Starting Gear.

• No Class cards are used.

1

2

3
4

5

Choose a player to read the following:

Spotting a room labeled “Armory,” we made a 

quick detour, hoping it might still contain a cache 

of weapons. We were partly right—inside was a 

half-dozen crates of MKIIs, tough, plasma rifles that could melt 

an endo’s face clean off.

We all swapped our battered guns for new ones, the faint 

whine of the activated power packs music to our ears. Kyle 

was especially pleased at finding a pristine new weapon.  

I don’t think I’d ever seen him smile like that before.  

Discard the Waypoint token and draw a Weapon card.

Mission 01

4

Choose a player to read the following:

Incredibly, we found a room on sublevel three 

that still had power, drawing on nuclear gen-

erators far below the surface. There we found 

charged plasma weapon packs and sealed fuel drums we 

could use for the truck. It wasn’t a crate of T-rations, but it 

would definitely get us closer to achieving our Mission. 

As we began lugging the supplies outside, the whine of an 

approaching HK-8 drone made us all duck for cover.

“It has located us,” the T-800 said after it was gone.  

“Reinforcements will be here soon.” 

This Waypoint token represents Supplies to be gathered. 

Flip Enemy Entrance Charlie over to the heavy side.

Have the player who is playing Kyle Reese  

(or choose a player to) read the following:

The base looked like it had seen hard fighting. 

Plasma burns scorched the walls, heaviest near 

entry points. Clusters of bones lay among bits of melted metal 

from dusted machines. Whoever had defended this place, 

they’d made Skynet pay dearly in taking it.

Could be there wasn’t anything left inside, but the oppor-

tunity was too good to pass up. It also didn’t mean the place 

was empty either. Everyone had their fingers on triggers as 

we headed deeper in…

This Waypoint token represents Supplies to be gathered.  

Flip Enemy Entrance Alpha over to the heavy side.

Choose a player to read the following:

We had just gained entrance to what the 

faded and crumbling map said was a “cafeteria”—

whatever that was. Dusty, broken tables and 

chairs were scattered across the room, with dark stains in 

several places on the floor. Looked like someone had tried to 

hold out here—and lost.

While clearing it, we heard a familiar noise—the steady, 

plodding steps of titanium feet. As we scrambled for cover, 

red eyes glowed in the nearby darkness. The machines had 

found us. 

Replace the Waypoint token with the next 2 Enemies of 

your colour in the Enemy Pool. One must be placed in the 

same Hex as the Waypoint token; the second must be 

placed in any Hex adjacent to the first.

Gathering Supplies: Three of the Waypoint tokens represent 

important supplies to be collected. Supplies are not Obstacles 

and do not provide cover. When in an adjacent hex to one 

of these Waypoints, Interact using 4/5/6 to place the 

Waypoint token above your Character board; you are now 

carrying Supplies!

Supply Crates & Blast Door:  

Use the reference cards for these objects.

Enemy Reinforcements: 2 dice.

Dice that do not place an Enemy have no effect in this Mission.

alpha

a

charlie

c

delta

d

echo

e
bravo

b

MISSION 01 SPECIAL RULES

Have the player who is playing Alex  

(or choose a player to) read the following:

The mission had been a success so far. We’d 

found priceless supplies that would be vital in our 

continuing fight. Although time was burning, grabbing every-

thing we could was too important.

We hauled our precious stores outside and hurried to the 

truck when John pointed at a huge dust cloud on the horizon, 

heading straight for us. “They’re coming!” 

This Waypoint token represents Supplies to be gathered. 

Flip Enemy Entrance Echo over to the heavy side.

6

7

Players should read aloud the Introduction (1) fiction to set 

the scene of the Mission. 

Map Setup (2) shows you how to arrange the Map Tiles and 

place any Obstacles, Waypoints, and Enemy Entrances. It also 

lists all the Tiles used for ease of setup.

The Mission Setup (3) section lists the Objectives, which 

Waypoints to use, how to prepare the Equipment and Weapon 

decks, and any other tokens used by the Mission.

It also shows you which Enemies can be found during this 

Mission–referred to as the Enemy Pool (4)–and which player 

colours they are assigned to. See the following page.

The Skirmish Setup (5) instructions are only used if you are 

playing a single Mission instead of the full Campaign. 

Finally, the Mission Special Rules (6) section lists any 

additional rules that apply only to this Mission, such as the 

effect of Enemy Surges or specific features on the Map. The 

majority of this section lists what happens when you reveal 

each Waypoint Token (7). Each token’s entry has fiction and 

the resulting gameplay effects of the Waypoint. Keep this 

section handy as you play, but don’t read ahead and spoil  

any surprises!

MISSION SPECIAL RULES
If a Mission Special Rule contradicts a rule in this book 

or on a card, the Mission Special Rule takes priority.

The Resistance Soldier minis use 

coloured bases so that you can match 

the miniature to its reference card.
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enemy pool
While not a component, the Enemy Pool is an important game 

concept. All Enemies shown in a Mission’s Map Setup diagram 

and Mission Setup section are considered to be part of the 

Enemy Pool. Some of these Enemies can begin on the game 

board, while others are set off to the side in lines sorted by 

colour. The Enemy Pool serves to determine the maximum 

number (and colour) of Enemies available during a Mission. 

Other Enemies remain in the box during this Mission.

When an Enemy is destroyed and removed from the Map,  

it’s not gone. Instead, it returns to the Enemy Pool at the back 

of the line of its colour. On a later round, it may return as 

Reinforcements.

At the end of each player turn, you will need to roll for 

Reinforcements of your colour as described by the Mission. 

Whenever you are required to add Skynet Reinforcements, 

take the figures from the front of the line of your colour (in 

order) and place them at the Entrances rolled.

Enemy Pool Example:

Enemies you place for Reinforcements come from the front of 

your coloured line. During the game, these lines will change 

length as Enemies are placed on the Map as Reinforcements 

and Enemies are destroyed and returned to the Enemy Pool.

If you’re the red player and need to place two Enemies as 

Reinforcements, the two Endos from your line are used.

Enemies you destroy (such as the Yellow Endo above) are 

returned to the back of their matching line in the Enemy Pool.

game modes
Decide whether you are playing a single Mission (Skirmish), or a series of Missions as a Campaign. If beginning a new Campaign, 

start with the first Mission. Otherwise, choose any Mission from the book and follow the additional Skirmish setup rules. Once you 

have decided on a game mode to play, turn to Setup on page 10.

CAMPAIGN MODE
Play the Missions sequentially in the order of the Mission 

Book. After each Mission, players keep track of their Weapon, 

Equipment, and Class cards, as well as the total number of 

Rank tokens in their pool.

Starting Equipment & Weapons:

Begin each Mission with any cards kept from the previous 

Mission as well as the default Starting cards listed on your 

Character board. If you have more cards than card slots, 

choose cards to discard (probably your Starting cards).

SKIRMISH MODE
Play any Mission from the book. After setting up the Mission, 

also follow the Mission’s Skirmish Setup instructions, which 

list any special setup required to balance the Mission’s 

difficulty level appropriately. Later Missions in the story 

assume that Characters have accumulated better Weapons 

and Equipment, and the Skirmish Setup balances this.

Starting Equipment & Weapons:

Each Character uses the default Starting cards listed  

on their Character board, but draws any cards as  

required by the Mission’s Skirmish Setup rules.

The first time you play the game, we recommend playing Mission 01: Gathering Supplies . 

This Mission has the same setup for both Campaign and Skirmish Mode . 
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SETUP

1 choose Mission
Turn to the Mission’s page in 

the Mission Book. Read the 

Introduction story aloud and then use  

the various sections shown there 

to set up the game. The setup for 

Mission 01 is shown here.

2  choose colours
Each player chooses a colour (Red, Blue, White,  

or Yellow) and takes that set of 4 dice, along with 

the matching Activation and Grenade tokens.

For games with fewer than 4 players: the colours 

players choose in step 2 affect the Enemy Pool and 

can affect Mission setup. Make sure you are setting 

up the game correctly for the colours chosen.

3  map setup
Assemble the Tiles as shown in the Map Setup 

diagram to form the play area in the middle of the 

table. Make sure to leave room around the edge for 

Character boards, tokens, and the Enemy Pool.

Add the Obstacles and Enemy Entrances as shown. 

The Map Setup diagram also has a list of all tokens 

used, so that you don’t miss any!

Finally, refer to the Mission Setup rules and place the 

specific Waypoint tokens where instructed.

Mission setup
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Objectives:These Objectives must be completed in order:
1. Locate and pick up all 3 Supplies (Waypoint Tokens).

2. All Characters are in the Truck (enter from either of the 

half-hexes marked with white arrows). Campaign Reward: All Characters keep their Weapons and Equipment,  
and gain a new Class card.

waypoints:Use Waypoints Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, and Echo. Shuffle 

the tokens and place one face down at each ? Waypoint icon 

on the map diagram.

cards used:Equipment Deck: Level 1Weapon Deck: Level 1Reference: Supply Crate, Blast Door, Passenger’s Seat.

MAP SETUP

Enemy Pool:

Tiles:  
L2B, L3B, L4B, L5B, H2B,

S1B, S2B, S4B.

Obstacles:
Supply Crate x6
Door x1
2-hex Obstacle x5
1-hex Obstacle x6
Truck (unarmed)
 

Campaign / skirmish setup:
• Each Character begins this Mission with 1 Rank token.

• All Characters begin with only their Starting Gear.
• No Class cards are used.

4  tokens & attack dice
Place Wounds, Attack Dice, and any other tokens 

required by the Mission near the board within easy 

reach of all players.

5  equipment & weapons
The Mission’s setup instructions list which level of 

cards are used to form the Equipment and Weapon 

Decks for this Mission. 

ready

ROTR

On your turn, discard this card to remove all 
Action dice from one Weapon card and reroll 
them. You may use these dice again this turn.

Plasma Canister

equipment

LEVEL  1

Separate out the 

Equipment and Weapon 

cards with the required 

level(s) and return the 

others to the box. 

Shuffle each deck and 

place them beside the 

play area.

Do not include any  

Level S (starting) cards 

in these decks.

7

3

2

6

6
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7  enemy pool
Refer to the diagram in the Mission Setup box. Gather 

these miniatures, and attach the appropriate coloured 

base to each. Only use the colours that players chose 

in step 2; all other miniatures remain in the box .

Place the Enemy miniatures in lines beside the board, 

in the sequence shown (left to right). This is the 

sequence they will arrive as Reinforcements. For each 

type of Enemy in the Enemy Pool, find the matching 

Enemy card and place it beside the play area.

Starting Enemies: 

In some Missions, players make Reinforcement Rolls 

or otherwise place Enemies on the Map before the 

Mission begins. If the Mission lists instructions for 

starting Enemies, take the required Enemies from the 

front of the lines in the Enemy Pool.

6  choose characters
Each player chooses a Character and takes the matching:

• Character board,

• Miniature,

• Starting cards (place them in slots),

• 1 Rank token (stack it on your Character board).

If playing a Campaign, also take your:

• Unlocked Class cards earned from previous Missions.  

Place them to the right of your Character board.  

Unused Class cards can remain in the box.

• Additional Rank tokens earned from previous Missions.  

Stack them with the others.

• Found Weapon and Equipment cards kept at the end  

of the previous Mission.

9  starting 
positions

Each player places their 

Character miniature in any 

hex in the Starting Zone 

indicated in the Mission’s 

Map Setup diagram. 

You are now ready to play!

8  skirmish mode
If playing the Mission in 

Skirmish Mode, follow 

the additional instructions 

under “Skirmish Setup”.

9

7

5

6

6
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gameplay

round sequence 1. decision phase

Missions are the core of Terminator Genisys: Rise of the 

Resistance. Each Mission is played over a number of Rounds, 

until either all Characters are Down (incapacitated) or they 

have accomplished the Mission’s Objective(s).

winning the mission:
All players win immediately when all of the Mission’s Objectives 

are complete. Most Missions require their Objectives to be 

completed in the sequence listed; some can be done in any order.

losing the mission:
All players lose when either of the following events occur:

• Any of the Mission’s lose conditions (if it has any listed 

under its Special Rules) are met.

• All Characters are Down.

Each Round consists of each player taking a single turn in 

any order the players choose. Each time a player finishes a 

turn, the matching colour Enemies take a turn. Follow the 

Phases below. Each Phase is explained in greater detail on the 

following pages:

1. Decision Phase: Players decide who will take the next 

turn by nominating a Turn Player. That player proceeds to 

resolve a Player Phase and Enemy Phase.

2. Player Phase: The Turn Player rolls their four action dice 

and assigns them to Action Spaces to perform Actions.

3. Enemy Phase: After the Turn Player has completed all 

their actions, they must activate Enemies. There are 

multiple steps to this phase:  

A) Roll for Reinforcements 

B) Normal Enemies Move 

C) Normal Enemies Attack 

D) Activate Bosses 

E) Stunned Bosses & Enemies Recover

4. End of Round: After all players have resolved a Player 

Phase and Enemy Phase, resolve any “end of round” 

effects on cards or Mission Special Rules. Then, begin a 

new Round, starting with the Decision Phase.

Players decide as a team who should play the next turn. This 

also means they are deciding what colour of Enemy they want 

to activate next. Once they have chosen, that player becomes 

the Turn Player and performs a Player Phase, followed by an 

Enemy Phase.

TURN ORDER
While the Decision Phase may seem unnecessary when 

there are few Enemies around, it becomes extremely 

important when the squad is surrounded.

Since you will always know which Enemies will activate 

as the result of a player taking a turn, you can use this 

information to strategize and prioritize dealing with 

threats, helping to ensure a Character doesn’t get 

knocked Down before having a chance to get to Cover, 

for instance. 

The nature of the decision phase can also allow a  

Character to take two turns back to back if desired 

(once at the end of a Round, and again at the beginning 

of the next).
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All Actions require the player to assign a die to an open Action 

Space. Each Action Space can only hold one die. All dice 

remain assigned until the end of the round, so once a space 

has been assigned a die, it cannot be used again unless an 

effect removes the die. 

Action Spaces can be found on Character boards, Weapon,  

Equipment, and Class cards the Character is carrying, or on 

Object Reference cards used by the Mission. Action Spaces 

are all labelled with specific types of Actions:

Rank token: You may spend a Rank token  

(flip it to its used side and place it beside your 

Character board) to choose any number of 

your Action Dice you have not assigned to 

Action Spaces yet and reroll them. There is no limit to the  

number of your Rank tokens you may spend in one turn.

The Turn player rolls their set of 4 Action Dice and places 

them beside their Character board. Using one die at a time, 

the player assigns the die to an open Action Space to perform 

the action listed. The effects of using each type of Action 

Space are described below. When a player is done their 

Player Phase, they flip their Activation Token to the “Done” 

side and proceed to the Enemy Phase.

A player does not have to assign all 4 dice, though it is usually 

best to use all of your dice if you can.

2. player phase

actions

move

Assign a die of any value to this space to Move a number of 

hexes up to the number of pips showing on that die (If you  

assign a 5, you can move up to 5 hexes).

• Obstacles & Allies: Entering a hex that contains an 

Obstacle (yellow outline) counts as 2 Movement per hex. 

Characters can Move into or through hexes occupied by 

Characters and allies, but cannot end their turn there. Each 

hex can only contain 1 Character at the end of your Move.

• Impassable hexes: Characters cannot Move into or through:

• Red Obstacle tokens or hexes with red outlines, 

• Walls, either solid black artwork within hexes, or thick 

black lines along Map Tile edges or between hexes,

• Hexes occupied by Enemies,

• Half-hexes along the edge of Map Tiles. Only hexes that 

are more than half visible can be entered.

• Unused Movement: You cannot use some of the 

Movement allowed by a die, perform another Action, and 

then use the rest. Unused Movement is lost when you 

perform another Action.

• Modifiers: If you have any abilities that modify your 

Movement dice, they apply to each die used to Move.

• Zones: Areas divided by blue Zone lines have no impact on 

Movement, unless a Mission’s Special Rules say otherwise.

• Revealing Waypoints: When a Character or Ally enters 

a Zone that contains a Waypoint token, immediately flip it 

over if it’s face down and refer to the matching entry in the 

Mission’s Special Rules. Revealing a Waypoint does not end 

your Move Action; you may continue using any remaining 

Movement after revealing it.

Many Actions have bonuses based on the value of the die 

assigned. Refer to the icons below for how dice requirements 

are presented on various cards. Most Action Spaces can 

accept a die of any value, but provide bonuses if the die is a 

particular value; others require a specific die.

This effect applies if the die assigned to the 

Action Space has a value of 6.

This effect applies if the die assigned to the 

Action Space has a value of 4, 5, or 6.

This effect uses the value of the die assigned 

in some way; the effect will describe how.

6

?

4/5/6

Move Example:

The Guardian assigns a 5 to one of the Move Action Spaces 

on his Character board. He moves 4 hexes over an Obstacle 

into a new Zone, and pauses to immediately reveal and 

resolve the Waypoint. Then he moves 1 remaining hex.

1

3

4

5
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attack

Assign a die of any value to an Attack Action Space on one  

of your Weapon cards to make an Attack. Attacks require the 

target to be in both Range and Line of Sight. Follow these steps:

1. Choose a Weapon: Assign your die to an open Attack 

Action Space on a Weapon card.

2. Check Action Dice Effects: Most Weapons gain bonus 

effects when fired using a die of a specific value.

3. Check Range and Line of Sight (LOS): You can see any 

Enemy that you can draw an invisible straight line from 

any point of your hex to any point of their hex that does 

not pass outside the play area (over a space that doesn’t 

contain a Map Tile) or cross any Walls or red-outlined 

hexes. Yellow outlines and other Characters or Enemies 

are ignored when determining Line of Sight.

4. Check Range: Count the shortest distance to the target 

in hexes; it must be within your Weapon’s Range.

5. Roll Attack Dice: Equal to the Attack rating of the Weapon:

• After rolling, use any other abilities on your Weapon, 

Class card, Character board, or Ally’s Character board 

that reroll or modify the results of your dice.

• Rank token: You may spend a Rank token to  

reroll any number of Attack Dice. There is no  

limit to the number of your Rank tokens you  

can spend this way during an Attack. 

6. Resolve Reactions:

• Resistance Fists: For each F icon you rolled, you may 

choose an ability on your Character board or Class card 

that can be used “when Attacking” and apply its effect.

• Terminator Skulls: If you rolled at least 1 S icon, 

check the Enemy’s card for a “when defending” or 

“after defending” effect and resolve it. Unless otherwise 

stated, an Enemy only reacts once per Attack.

7. Count Hits Rolled: Compare Hits to the Enemy’s Defense:

• Miss: If you rolled fewer Hits than the Enemy’s Defense, 

the Attack misses or glances off its armor and nothing 

happens. Otherwise:

• Normal Enemy: If you rolled Hits equal to or greater 

than the Enemy’s Defense, it is destroyed. Remove the 

Enemy from the Map and place it at the back of its 

matching coloured line in the Enemy Pool (see page 16).

• Boss Enemy: If you rolled Hits equal to or greater than 

the Enemy’s Defense, place a Wound token in one of the 

slots on its card. If the Boss doesn’t have an empty slot 

to place this Wound token, it is destroyed and returned 

to the box (Bosses are not part of the Enemy Pool).

2

Attack and Reaction example:

Using the example above, the Guardian decides to Attack 

the white T-800 at Range 4. He assigns a 2 to his Plasma 

Shotgun, rolls 4 Attack Dice and gets the following: results: 

 

2 Hits and 2 Skulls is not enough to hit the T-800’s 3 

Defense. Knowing this, the Guardian spends one of his Rank 

tokens to reroll the two Skulls, managing to turn one into a Hit.

Perfect! 3 Hits is enough to equal the Endo’s 3 Defense and it 

is destroyed. If the Guardian had still missed, the Endo would 

apply its Relentless ability and move closer, suffering nothing 

from the Attack.  

Note: Enemies never benefit from Obstacles the way 

Characters do. Ignore Obstacles when Attacking Enemies.

Line of Sight and Range Examples:

The Guardian wants to Attack using his Plasma Shotgun.

He can Attack the red T-800 (Range 3) because at least 

one Line of Sight can be drawn between their hexes. He can 

Attack the white T-800 (Range 4) because Cover Obstacles 

don’t affect Line of Sight. He cannot Attack the blue T-800 

because of the wall between them, and he cannot Attack the 

yellow T-800 (Range 2) because there are no lines that can 

be drawn between them that don’t touch or cross the red-

outlined Skynet Terminal.
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interact

rest (rescue)

special

The Interact Action is used by a variety of objects in the game. 

Rules for the result of this action are often found on Object 

Reference cards, but it can also be used to trade Equipment 

and Weapon cards. Each die assigned to an Interact Action 

Space can only be used for one thing (you can’t both Interact 

with an object on the Map and Trade).

trading
When you assign a die to the Interact space on your 

Character board, you may choose to trade with one other 

adjacent Character. You may freely give and take Equipment 

and Weapon cards with the chosen Character. Any of your 

dice assigned to cards remain there until the end of the 

round, even if you trade a card to another Character.

Assign a die to a Rest Action Space for one of two 

possible effects:

• Rest: Remove 1 Wound from your Character board.

• Rescue: Choose a Character in an adjacent hex that 

is Down. That player removes 1 Wound from their 

Character board and stands their miniature up.  

See Downed Characters, page 19.

Character boards and Class cards have special abilities with 

unique effects; these are Special Action Spaces. Some require 

a die of a specific value, while others can use any die; the 

effect will tell you which. Assign a die here to apply the effect.

1

ROTR

Supply Crate

Can be used as Cover. 

Interact 4/5/6 while adjacent:
Remove the Supply Crate token from the map.
Draw 2 Equipment cards and immediately 
give them to any Characters in your Zone 
(including yourself). If those Characters don’t 
have available slots, they may immediately 
exchange cards with the new ones.  
         Discard any excess cards.

ROTR

Resistance Soldier

Actions:
• Move.
• Attack.
• Rest: Remove 1 Wound.  
              Cannot Rescue.

4/5/6 Perform 2 Actions

Command this Ally to perform  
1 Action from the list below.

ATTACK

RANGE

MOVE

5

63

interacting 
with objects
When you assign a die to any 

Interact Action Space, you may 

use the Interact Effect of an 

object on the Map, as described 

on its Object Reference card.  

This is most commonly used for 

Supply Crates and Terminals.

commanding 
allies
Some Missions use Allies. 

These are additional Resistance 

forces controlled by the players 

that can be Commanded to 

perform actions, by using the 

Special Action Space on their 

reference card. The following 

general rules apply to all Allies:

Attacking Enemies on Entrances

Enemies don’t often remain in their Entrances, but Characters 

can still Attack targets in Enemy Entrances. You must be in 

Range and have Line of Sight to at least 1 half-hex that is 

part of the Enemy Entrance (all Enemies in an Entrance are 

considered to occupy its half-hexes, even if they don’t fit).

Special Attacks

Some Weapons, such as the Flamethrower and Grenade 

Launcher, have Special action spaces instead of Attack ones 

because they have their own procedure for rolling Attack Dice 

and counting hits; the effects of these Weapon cards modify 

the procedure listed here.

• Allies can only be Commanded from the Zone they occupy.

• The Actions that Allies perform function exactly the same 

way as the actions performed by Characters and have 

all the same rules, although Allies have a fixed value for 

Movement and do not have bonuses for Attacking.

• Allies are not Characters. They do not benefit from effects 

that specify “Characters” unless a Mission’s Special Rules 

say otherwise.

• Enemies target and Attack Allies they same way they 

Attack Characters. Allies are usually Killed when they take 

a Wound they cannot place on their card, though some 

Missions have Special Rules for Downed Allies.

• Downed Allies cannot be Commanded, but may be rescued 

like Characters. Killed Allies are returned to the box.
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3. enemy phase
When a player finishes their Player Phase, they must flip 

their Activation Token to the “Done” side and perform an Enemy 

Phase. The Enemy Phase consists of the following steps:

A. Reinforcements (roll dice to place Enemies of your colour)

B. Enemies Move (all Enemies of your colour)

C. Enemies Attack (all Enemies of your colour)

D. Activate Bosses

E. Stunned Bosses & Enemies Recover (of your colour)

3a. reinforcements
During this step, new Enemies may appear from Enemy 

Entrances and join the battle. Each Mission’s Special Rules 

specify how many dice you roll for Enemy Reinforcements. 

Roll the listed number of dice and compare the results to the 

Enemy Entrances around the edges of the Map. 

For each die result that matches a result shown on an Enemy 

Entrance, take an Enemy from the front of your coloured line 

in the Enemy Pool and place it on the Enemy Entrance that 

shows the die result you rolled. 

If multiple Enemy Entrances have the same die result, place 

new Enemies alphabetically (starting with Alpha) until all 

Enemies have been placed, or there are no more Enemies of 

that colour in your pool.

If you roll multiples of the same result, multiple Enemies will 

be placed at the same Entrance.

Enemy Placement:

Enemy Entrances use the half-hexes along the edge of Map 

Tiles. Enemies should be placed in the half-hex that is closest 

to the nearest Character.

Size of Enemy Entrances:

Enemy Entrances are considered a single Zone with no limit to 

the number of Enemy units that can occupy it. If you need to 

place more Enemies than will fit on the half-hexes an Entrance 

borders, place any others off the board nearby; they are still 

considered to occupy one of the Entrance’s half-hexes for the 

purposes of movement and Attacks.

b
r
a
v

o
2

Reinforcements & Enemy Pool Example:

At the end of your turn as the Blue player, you roll two of your 

dice for Reinforcements, getting 26. There are no 6s 

on the Map, so that result has no effect. There are two 2s 

however, meaning the first two Enemies of your colour in the 

Enemy Pool will be placed.The Drone is placed at entrance 

Alpha, and the T-800 is placed at entrance Bravo, in the hex 

closest to the Guardian.

2

ready

done
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3b. enemies move
In any order you choose, Move each Enemy of your colour on 

the Map. By default, all Enemies target the nearest Character  

when moving. Some Missions override this default priority. 

Refer to the Mission’s Special Rules. 

To Move an Enemy, follow the steps below, resolving the first 

instruction that applies to each Enemy.

1. If a Character is within Range and Line of Sight of the 

Enemy, it doesn’t move since it can Attack from its 

current position. 

2. Otherwise, the Enemy moves toward the nearest 

Character until it is in Range and Line of Sight. Once it 

meets both of these conditions while moving, it stops, 

even if it has Movement remaining. Some Enemy cards 

(such as the T-1000) have exceptions to this rule.

3. If the Enemy cannot get the nearest Character in Range 

and Line of Sight, it moves toward the nearest Character 

following the shortest path of hexes that is not blocked.

4. In the rare situation that the Enemy is in a part of the 

Map is not connected to the nearest Character (there 

is no path to reach the Character), such as behind one 

or more closed doors, it still moves toward the nearest 

Character until its Movement is blocked.

The following general rules apply to Enemy Movement:

• If two Characters are the same distance away from an 

Enemy, players may choose which one the Enemy considers 

nearest and moves toward.

• If there are multiple shortest paths, the players choose 

which of the shortest paths the Enemy moves.

• Hexes containing Obstacles count as 2 Movement for 

Enemies. Sometimes the shortest path to a Character is 

still over an Obstacle, even with this Movement penalty 

(note the HK-8 Drone ignores obstacles when moving). 

• Enemies may move through hexes occupied by other 

Enemies, but cannot end their turn in the same hex.  

Each hex can only contain one Enemy.

• If an Enemy has Movement remaining but cannot use all of 

it because hexes closer to its target are occupied by other 

Enemies (of the same or different colours), it stops.

• Enemies cannot move into or through Walls (red outlines). 

Count the shortest path around any Walls when moving.

Enemy Movement Examples:

After rolling for Reinforcements as the Blue player, you must 

Move all Blue Enemies in any order. The closed door token 

makes the Guardian the nearest Character for each of the 

Enemies below, so they will move toward him.

T-800 (1) does not move because the Guardian is already in 

its Range of 6 and Line of Sight. 

T-800 (2) uses its 4 Movement to move past the white 

T-800, but stops after 3 hexes at position (2), as soon as the 

Guardian is in Range and Line of Sight. 

T-800 (3) also moves closer, but the white T-800 occupies the 

4th hex of its Movement, so it stops at position (3).

The Drone has 8 Movement, but can only Attack at Range 2. 

It moves 6 hexes to stop at position (4), which is the first hex 

it can get both Range and Line of Sight to the Guardian.

The end result is two T-800s and a Drone that can Attack the 

Guardian! Yikes!

2

4
2

1

3

2

1

3



To a Cover Obstacle in your hex:

If you are on an Cover Obstacle (yellow 

outline), it takes damage first; mark 

each Damage the Obstacle takes with a 

Damage Token. Once the Obstacle has damage tokens 

equal to its Defense rating (the number in its shield 

icon), it is destroyed and removed from the Map. 

To a Wound Slot on your Character Board:

If there is no Obstacle in your hex, or the 

damage taken exceeds its Defense rating, 

place 1 Wound token in an empty Wound slot 

on your Character Board (or one of your Class cards). 

 

Too Many Wounds: 

If you are dealt a Wound and have no empty Wound 

slots available to place the token, you are Down.  

Lay your miniature on its side in its current hex.  

(see Downed Characters, on the following page).
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T-800 (1) rolls 3 Attack Dice and gets:

Enemy Attacks don’t count hits, so the Attack results in 1 

Damage. The Guardian occupies a Cover Obstacle with a “2” 

shield icon, which takes 1 Damage for him. He marks it with 

a Damage token (3).

T-800 (2) rolls 3 Attack Dice and gets:

Of this two Damage, the Cover Obstacle takes 1 more 

Damage and is then removed from the Map. The Guardian 

must take the second Damage by placing a Wound token  

on his Character board.

Finally, the Drone (3) rolls its 2 Attack Dice: 

This deals another Damage. However, the Guardian uses the 

Fist icon to activate the ability on his Character board: “When 

defending, ignore 1 Wound”, preventing the Wound.

3c. enemies attack
After all Enemies of your colour have moved, each makes an 

Attack if it is able. Each Enemy Attacks the nearest Character. 

If more than one Character is the nearest, players choose 

which Character is Attacked. 

When your Character is Attacked, have a different player 

make the Attack roll if possible.

When an Enemy unit Attacks, follow these steps:

1. Confirm Target:  

The Enemy is within Range and has LOS to the nearest 

Character (you probably determined this when moving the 

Enemy in the previous step).

2. Roll and Modify Attack Dice:  

Equal to the Enemy’s Attack rating.

• Resolve any Enemy abilities that modify the results of 

the Enemy’s Attack roll.

• Then resolve any Character, Class, or Equipment effects 

that modify the results of the Enemy’s Attack roll.

3. Resolve Resistance Fists:  

For each F icon the Enemy rolled, choose an ability on 

your Character board or class card that triggers “when 

defending” and apply its effect. You can use the same 

ability multiple times if there are multiple F icons.

4. Resolve Damage:  

Each S result is 1 Damage. Hit H/C results are 

ignored when Enemies Attack. Each point of Damage is 

dealt in the following order:

1

2

1

4

Enemy Attack Examples:

Continuing the example from the previous page, the Blue 

Enemies now Attack the Guardian. Players decide to resolve 

the Attacks in the order numbered below:

2

Damage Token

(reverse of Wound Token)

3

1
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downed characters

3d. bosses activate
If there are any Boss-type Enemies in play, each takes a turn 

in any order after all non-Boss Enemies have moved and 

Attacked. Bosses don’t have player colours, so they activate 

(moving and/or Attacking as their logic requires) on  

each player’s turn, making them very dangerous.

For each Boss, roll a die. Compare the result to its Logic card 

to see how it moves and Attacks this turn.

Unless otherwise indicated on their cards, Bosses resolve 

Movement and Attacks following the same list of priorities as 

non-Boss Enemies.

4. end of round
The Round ends after all players have taken a turn by 

completing a Player Phase and an Enemy Phase. If there 

are any “End of Round” effects on cards or in the Mission’s 

Special Rules, apply those effects now.

Then, all Characters flip their Activation Tokens face up (to the 

“Ready” side), and gather all their Action Dice to begin a new 

Round, starting with the Decision Phase.

3e. stunned enemies
During this step, any Enemies that missed their activation 

because they were Stunned are no longer Stunned; stand 

When your Character takes a Wound that cannot be placed 

because they have no empty Wound slots on their Character 

board or Class cards, they are Down. Downed Characters still 

participate in the game in a limited way as follows, until they 

are Rescued by another Character (page 15): 

• Decision Phase: These players still participate in the turn 

order discussion.

• Player Phase: Downed Characters have a chance to rally, 

in a heroic fashion: Roll your 4 Action dice as usual. You 

may still spend Rank tokens to reroll the results. You may 

only use and assign dice with a value of 1, but may not 

use Rest Action Spaces.

• Enemy Reinforcements: You must still roll for 

Reinforcements and activate Enemies of your colour. 

• Enemy Movement: Downed Characters are ignored by 

Enemies. Enemies may move through hexes occupied by 

Downed Characters, but may not stop there. 

• Enemy Attacks: Enemies do not Attack or deal Wounds  

to Downed Characters. If a Character becomes Down 

during the Enemy Attack phase, any remaining Enemies  

will target the next nearest Character in their Range and 

Line of Sight instead, if there are any.

ending a mission
A Mission ends in victory immediately when all of its  

Objectives are achieved; this is usually during a Player Phase.

Winning a Campaign Mission: When playing a Mission as 

part of a Campaign, there are several steps to perform when 

the Mission is successful:

1. Refer to the Mission’s Reward (listed under Objectives). 

2. If the Mission gives Characters an additional Rank token or 

Class card, take those components from the box. Players 

may choose which Class card they earn; see page 20. 

3. Record the following information for each Character, and 

carry these cards and tokens into the next Mission:

• Weapon, Equipment, and Class cards.

• Number of Rank tokens. 

Losing a Campaign Mission: You may choose to either 

reset the Mission and play it again with all the cards your 

characters had when they started it, OR continue to the 

next Mission and follow its Skirmish setup. If you choose to 

Continue anyway, you do not draw any additional Equipment 

cards due to Skirmish Setup instructions. 

their miniatures up. Only stand up Bosses and Enemies of 

your player colour.

How do Enemies become Stunned?

Some effects, such as the EMP Grenade, cause Enemies 

to become Stunned. When this happens, lay the Enemy 

miniature on its side in its current hex. The next time it would 

be activated, instead of taking its normal turn, the Enemy 

miniature is returned to a standing position instead. If an 

Enemy has effects that occur after it activates, apply those 

effects when you stand the miniature up.

Attacking Stunned Enemies:

Stunned Enemies may be Attacked as normal, but  

any S results you roll do not trigger their Reactions  

(“when defending” abilities on their cards).
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appendix: class cards
This section lists more details about the effects of various Class cards. Many Class cards share common effects that provide 

additional Action Spaces or tokens on Character boards. 

Attacking Fist Icons (Close Combat, 

Marksman, Munitions Specialist, Skirmisher)

These abilities give you more options when you 

roll Attack Dice. Some require a F icon to use, 

others are always active (∞). They apply either 

“When Attacking” and modify something about 

the Attack itself, or “After Attacking”, which are 

applied after the Count Hits step of the Attack 

(after the Enemy has done its reactions and/or 

taken its Wounds).

Defending Fist Icons 

(Close Combat, Scout)

These abilities give you more options when 

Enemies Attack you. Some require the 

Enemy to roll a F icon to use, others are 

always active (∞). They apply either “When 

Defending” and modify something about the 

Attack itself, or “After Defending”, which are 

applied after the Suffer Wounds step of the 

Attack and usually only work if you weren’t 

knocked Down by the Attack.

Additional Equipment Card Slot

(Packrat, Quartermaster)

This ability functions the same way as 

Equipment card slots on your Character 

Board. If playing a campaign, the card 

carried here is kept between Missions.

Extra Wound Slots 

(Assault, Bodyguard, Engineer, Sergeant)

These Wound Slots work the same way as 

the ones on Character boards, and Wounds 

placed here can be removed using Medkits.

Shared Rank tokens 

(Sergeant, Squad Leader)

These abilities provide an extra Rank token, 

that can be used the same way as others (to 

reroll Action or Attack Dice), but they can also 

be used by other Characters in your Zone as if 

they are on those Characters’ boards.

Move Action Spaces

(Infiltrator, Scout)

These spaces have bonus effects for  

certain die values.

Interact Action Spaces

(Engineer, Packrat, Tech Specialist)

These Interact Spaces and can be used for 

Trades and other Interact Actions as usual.

For Engineer and Tech Specialist, these 

additional spaces allow you to modify the result 

of the die you assigned. For Packrat, the bonus 

only applies to Supply Crates.

Special Action Spaces

(Radio Operator, Squad Leader)

These new Special Actions allow you to do 

some Actions out of turn. Radio Operator lets 

another Character move on your turn, while 

Squad Leader rewards you for activating Allies, 

and can allow an Ally to be activated twice.

Rest Action Spaces

(Medic)

With the Medic class, you can use any of 

your Rest Actions (including those on your 

Character board) to remove Wounds from 

adjacent Characters.

Additional Starting Equipment

(Medic, Munitions Specialist, Tech Specialist)

These abilities allow Characters to begin each 

Mission by taking an Equipment card from the 

deck with a specific Keyword, and storing it 

on top of the class card until it is used. This 

ability does not provide an additional Equipment 

slot; you cannot place any other cards here. If 

playing a Campaign, you must discard the card 

here at the end of the Mission if you still have it. class

ROTR

You gain 1 additional Equipment card slot:

4/5/6 When you Interact with a 
Supply Crate to draw Equipment cards, 
draw 2 additional cards and choose 2 to 
discard, before distributing them.

packrat

equipment
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Entering and Exiting the Truck:

Characters can enter/exit the 

truck by moving between the hexes 

on the token connected by white 

arrows. Once inside the truck, 

Characters can move normally 

between its 5 hexes. When a 

Character occupies a circled space, they gain 

access to the abilities of the reference card with 

the same name. 

Characters inside the Truck are considered to be in 

all of the Zones the Truck token overlaps, so driving 

the Truck into a new Zone will reveal Waypoints.

appendix: weapon cards
This section explains some of the more unusual Weapons in greater detail.

appendix: truck examples

weaponATTACK RANGE

ROTR

2/3/4 After attacking, make a free  

attack using this die’s value with another 

equipped weapon.

LEVEL  1

Pistol

42
weaponATTACK RANGE

weaponATTACK RANGE

ROTR

This weapon’s attacks deal an extra Wound.

5/6 Each of your F results add H 

             (in addition to triggering abilities).

LEVEL  1

Sniper Rifle Mk.II

5-124
weaponATTACK RANGE

weaponATTACK RANGE

ROTR LEVEL  3

Flamethrower

zone-
weaponATTACK RANGE

Roll 2 Attack dice. For each H result,  

Deal 1 wound to an Enemy or Character in your 

Zone (and in Line of Sight), ignoring Defense.

weaponATTACK RANGE

ROTR LEVEL  3

Grenade Launcher

2-6-
weaponATTACK RANGE

Roll 2 Attack dice. For each H result,  

Deal 1 wound to the Enemy or a target adjacent 

to the Enemy, ignoring Defense.

weaponATTACK RANGE

ROTR

2/3 Add 1H result to your roll.  

If you roll at least 1F, the target is Stunned  

if you did not destroy it.

LEVEL  2

Electromagnetic Fist

13
weaponATTACK RANGE

weaponATTACK RANGE

ROTR

4/5/6 After attacking with this weapon, 

you may make a second attack against a target 

within range.

LEVEL  1

Machinegun Mk.II

2-83
weaponATTACK RANGE

Pistol, Scoped Pistol:

When you assign a 2, 3 or 4 to Attack 

with this Weapon, you may then Attack 

with a second equipped Weapon, 

following all rules for making an Attack 

with that Weapon. If the other Weapon 

has an effect that also triggers using a 

2, 3, or 4, it still applies.

Sniper Rifle:

This Weapon can’t Attack targets 4 

hexes or closer. This Weapon’s effect 

adds 1 Hit per Fist rolled, and those Fist 

icons can still be used to trigger abilities 

as usual. Dealing an extra Wound has 

no effect on most Enemies, but is useful 

against Bosses.

Flamethrower:

This Weapon affects targets in your 

Zone and within your Line of Sight. 

Instead of rolling your Attack Dice to 

meet the target’s Defense, each Hit 

you roll deals 1 Wound. If there are 

Characters in your Zone and you roll 

more Hits than there are Enemies to 

Wound, you must use the remaining 

Hits to Wound Characters.

Grenade Launcher:

This Weapon can’t Attack targets at 

Range 1. Instead of rolling your Attack 

Dice to meet the target’s Defense, each 

Hit you roll deals 1 Wound. With a 

good roll, this Weapon can deal up to 4 

Wounds to one Enemy!

Electromagnetic Fist:

This Weapon’s effect makes it easier to 

destroy Enemies by reducing the number 

of hits you need to roll.

If you still fail to roll enough Hits, the 

Enemy becomes Stunned. 

Machinegun, Minigun:

Each time you use an Attack Action 

Space on these Weapons, you may 

be able to make a second Attack with 

them. This is especially powerful in the 

hands of Kyle Reese, since he can copy 

these Action Spaces to make even more 

Attacks.

Driver

D
ri

ve
r

Driver

Moving the Truck Token:  

If the Mission uses the Driver Seat 

reference card, the Truck can be 

moved. The Truck may only move 

diagonally forward or backward, and 

cannot be rotated. When counting 

movement, count from the hex with 

The Driver uses a 5 to move the 

truck. Along its movement, all of the 

white-outlined hexes below must be 

empty for the Truck token to fit.

the Driver circle. Each 

red-outlined hex the 

truck occupies must be 

able to fit in each of the 

truck’s new positions as 

it moves.

1
2

3
4

5

2121



appendix: difficulty adjustments

easier game:
• Higher Rank: Give each character 2 extra Rank tokens.

• Fewer Enemies: When setting up the Mission, do not use 

the rightmost enemy pictured in each row of the Enemy Pool.

• Well-Equipped: During Mission Setup, add cards to the 

Weapon/Equipment decks that are 1 level higher than listed.

harder game:
• Rank 1: Each character gets a maximum of 1 Rank token 

(excluding those on Class cards).

• Aggressive Reinforcements: After placing Starting 

Enemies, roll 1 extra die for each Reinforcement Roll.  

The first time you flip an Enemy Entrance, replace it with 

the Skynet (black) Entrance on the side that does not have 

the same die result showing.

• Termination: You are Down when you place a Wound token 

over your last empty Wound slot (instead of when you can’t 

place a Wound).
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appendix: equipment cards
Equipment cards have the most varied and complex effects in the game. This section explains them in greater detail.

ROTR

On your turn, discard this card to remove all 

Action dice from one Weapon card and reroll 

them. You may use these dice again this turn.

Plasma Canister

equipment

LEVEL  S

ROTR

On your turn, discard this card to remove  

all Action dice from your character board. 

Reroll 2 of them: you may use these dice 

again this turn.

LEVEL  3

Stim Pack

equipment, medical

ROTR

? Place your Grenade 

token within Range equal 

to this die’s value, then roll 

this die. Choose a number of 

Enemies equal to the roll in the Grenade token’s 

hex or adjacent hexes. Each chosen Enemy 

takes 1 wound. Then, discard this card.

LEVEL  1

Grenade

equipment, grenade

ROTR LEVEL  1

Weapon

Immediately discard this card to draw a card 

from the Weapon Deck.

search

ROTR

Before rolling for Enemy Reinforcements, 

discard this card to change each die rolled to 

any value (even a value that doesn’t appear on 

an Enemy entrance on the map).

LEVEL  2

Signal Jammer

equipment, tech

ROTR

At the start of your turn, discard this card: 

Each time you Attack this turn, Add 1H 

result to your roll.

High Explosive Rounds

equipment, munitions

LEVEL  S

ROTR

When you Rest, discard this card to remove all 

wounds from yourself or an adjacent character.

OR
When you Rescue a Downed character,  

discard this card to remove all their wounds.

Medkit

equipment, medical

LEVEL  S

Plasma Canister:

You can only remove Action Dice from 

Weapon cards, not from Action Spaces 

that copy those on Weapon cards, or 

other Attack Action Spaces. Once dice are 

removed, those Action Spaces become 

open and can be used again this turn.

Stim Pack:

You can only remove Action Dice from 

your Character board, not from Class 

cards, Equipment or Weapons. Once 

dice are removed, those Action Spaces 

become open and can be used again 

this turn.

Grenades (Various Types)

The Action Die you assign determines 

how many hexes the grenade can be 

thrown. Standard Grenades also roll the 

assigned die to determine how much 

damage they cause. Once thrown, the 

Grenade card is discarded, unless is has 

a persistent effect; the card is kept as 

reference until the effect ends.

Search (Various Cards)

These cards are discarded, but let you 

look through a specific deck and take 

a card that matches the requirements 

listed (usually Weapons).

Signal Jammer

If there are die values that don’t appear 

on the Enemy Entrances in play, this 

card can allow you to skip  

a Reinforcement Roll.

Munitions (Various Types)

These cards are discarded at the start 

of your turn, and apply bonuses on all 

Attacks you make until the end of your 

turn. If an effect allows you to make 

an Attack when it is not your turn, you 

cannot discard Munitions.

Medkit:

You can only discard this card to improve 

the effect of using a Rest Action Space.

Advanced Medkit:

Unlike the normal Medkit, this one does 

not require you to use a Rest Action space!

ROTR

You can only carry 1 Armor card. When you 

take a Wound, place it on one of the Armor 

slots on this card. If there are no more empty 

slots, discard this card and those Wounds. 

LEVEL  2

Body Armor

equipment, armor

Armor (Various Cards)

The shield icons on these cards are 

similar to how Cover obstacles work. 

When all the slots on an Armor card 

are filled with Wounds, it is discarded. 

If playing a Campaign and you keep 

this card between Missions, remove all 

Wounds from it. You can only ever have 

1 card with the Armor Keyword in your 

Equipment card slots.

Once you are familiar with Terminator Genisys: Rise of the 

Resistance, you may wish to use one or more of these rules to 

adjust the difficulty for more casual play or greater challenge: 



Reinforcement Roll - Dice rolled by players to 

determine if and where Enemy Reinforcements 

are placed. Page 16.

Rescue - Alternate use of the Rest Action 

Space that removes 1 Wound from an adjacent 

Character that is Down. Page 15.

Resistance - The remaining forces of humanity 

led by John Connor, who fight to destroy the 

machines and restore human civilization.

Rest - Action Space that removes 1 Wound from 

your Character. Page 15.

Reward - A bonus given to players for 

successfully completing a Mission. Pages 8,19.

Skirmish - Game Mode where players tackle a 

single Mission and do not track their progress 

afterward. Pages 8-9.

Skull - S Icon on Attack Dice, triggers Enemy 

Reactions or deals Wounds. Pages 6,14,18.

Skynet - Artifical Intelligence that controls all 

machines, and is determined to exterminate 

what remains of humanity.

Space - See hex.

Special - Action Space that has a unique effect. 

Page 15.

Stunned - Enemies that miss their next turn. 

Page 19.

Supply Crate - Type of yellow-outlined Obstacle 

where players can find Equipment cards. Page 4.

T-1000 - A Terminator™ composed of liquid 

metal, capable of assuming any form and 

impossible to destroy by common means.

Terminal - Red-outlined Obstacle that has a 

special effect. Page 4.

Terminator™ - Metal killing machine created 

for the purpose of exterminating humans.

Trade - Exchanging cards between Characters. 

Page 15.

Truck - Obstacle token with several reference 

cards and Special Rules. Pages 4, 22.

Wall - Thick black areas with red outlines on 

Map Tiles that divide Zones and separate indoor 

environments from outdoor ones.  

Pages 4,13,14,17.

Waypoint - Token placed on a Map Tile that 

indicates a story and/or effect occurs here. 

Pages 4,8.

Weapon - Card that grants Characters the 

ability to Attack. Page 14, 22.

Wound - Tokens that Characters place on 

Wound Slots on their boards to track damage 

against them. Pages 5,18.

Wound Slot - Space on a Character board 

where Wounds are placed. Page 5.

Zone - Areas divided by blue glowing borders 

and/or walls. Pages 4,13. 

important terms

Action Dice - Each Character gets 4 of these to 

roll for their turn each Round. Pages 5,13.

Action Space - Square areas on Player Boards 

and cards where Action Dice are assigned. 

Several types: Attack, Move, Interact, Rest , 

Special. Pages 5,13-15,20.

Activate - Taking a turn.

Adjacent - hexes on the Map that share a 

common edge, but are not separated by a Wall.

Ally - Supporting Character with a miniature and 

reference card. Can be Commanded. Page 15.

Attack - Action Space that allows you to roll 

Attack Dice and destroy Enemies. Page 14. 

Also how Enemies Wound Characters. Page 18.

Attack Dice - Dice with icons that are rolled 

when making an Attack. Pages 6,14,18.

Boss - Formidable Enemy with special logic,  

multiple cards, and multiple Wounds. Pages 7,19.

Buzzer - Nickname given to Skynet’s HK-8  

Flying Drones by Resistance Soldiers, due  

to their distinctive sound. 

Campaign - Game Mode with a series of linked 

Missions played in numerical order. Characters 

track their progress and keep cards between 

Missions during a Campaign. Pages 9,19.

Card Slot - Spaces at the bottom of the 

Character board where Weapon and Equipment 

cards are kept. Page 5.

Character - Each player controls one or more 

Characters, represented by a board, miniature, 

cards, and set of dice. Page 5.

Character Ability - Unique Action Spaces or 

abilities on Character boards. Page 5.

Class - Cards that grant Characters additional 

abilities and/or Action Spaces. Pages 6,20.

Command - A type of Special Action Space that 

appears on reference cards for Allies. Page 15.

Cover - Yellow-outlined Obstacle tokens that 

absorb Wounds instead of the Character(s) that 

occupy it. Pages 4,18.

Damage - Tokens placed on Obstacles to track 

how many Wounds they can absorb before being 

destroyed. Page 18.

Decision Phase - When players decide who will 

take the next turn. Page 12.

Defense - When Attacking, the number of Hits 

a Character must roll to damage the Enemy. 

Page 14.

Destroyed - Enemies that take Wounds equal to 

their Wound rating are destroyed. Page 14.

Door - Type of Obstacle that functions as a Wall 

when closed. Page 4.

Down - A Character that takes a Wound token 

they can’t place in an empty Wound Slot. 

Downed Characters are limited to using Dice 

with values of 1 on their turn. Page 19.

Endo - Short for Endoskeleton; nickname given to 

T-800 Terminators™ by Resistance soldiers.

Enemy - Machines controlled by Skynet that 

players battle against. Pages 7,16.

Enemy Entrance - Map Tiles with dice values 

where Enemy Reinforcements are placed.  

Pages 5,16.

Enemy Phase - After the Player Phase, a 

player’s matching colour Enemies move and 

Attack. Pages 16-19.

Enemy Pool - Place where all Enemy miniatures 

are kept, and limits the total number of Enemies 

that can appear during a Mission. Pages 9,11,16.

Equipment - Cards that grant Characters 

additional abilities and/or Action Spaces. Usually 

discarded after use. Page 6,21.

Fist -F Icon on Attack Dice, triggers player 

abilities with the matching icon. Pages 6,14.

hex - Individual hexagon spaces that can be 

occupied by Characters, Enemies and Obstacles, 

also called Spaces by card effects.

Hit -H Icon on Attack Dice. Characters need to 

roll enough Hits to equal the target’s Defense.  

Pages 6,14.

Indoor - Map Tiles with walls around the outer 

edges. Page 4.

Interact - Action Space for trading or using the 

effects of Obstacles on the Map. Page 15. 

Line of Sight - Imaginary line that determines 

whether a Character or Enemy can “see” its 

target. Pages 14,18.

Map Setup - Diagram for a Mission that shows 

where to place Map Tiles, Obstacles, Waypoints 

and sometimes Enemies. Page 8.

Mission - The setup used each time the game is 

played. Pages 8,19.

Mission Special Rules - New rules that apply 

only to a particular Mission. Page 8.

Move - Action Space that allows your Character 

to get around. Page 13.

Objective - The goal(s) that players must meet 

to win a Mission. Pages 8,12.

Obstacle - Tokens placed on Map Tiles during 

setup that change their properties. Page 4.

Outdoor - Map Tiles that do not have Walls 

around the outer edges. Page 4.

Player Colour - The four colours of dice in the 

game that match each player with a group of 

Enemies. Page 5,10.

Player Phase - Where a player rolls their 

Action Dice and performs Actions. Page 12.

Range - Distance in hexes between an Attacking 

Character or Enemy and its target, including the 

target’s hex. Pages 14,18.

Rank - Tokens used by Characters to reroll 

Action or Attack Dice. Pages 5,13,14.
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round sequence (p12)

1. Decision Phase: Players decide who will take the next 

turn by nominating a Turn Player. That player proceeds 

to resolve a Player Phase and Enemy Phase.

2. Player Phase: The Turn Player rolls their four action 

dice and assigns them to Action Spaces. 

Spend Rank tokens to reroll unassigned dice.

3. Enemy Phase: After the Turn Player has completed all 

their actions, they must activate Enemies. There are 

multiple steps to this phase:  

A) Roll for Reinforcements 

B) Normal Enemies Move 

C) Normal Enemies Attack 

D) Activate Bosses 

E) Stunned Bosses & Enemies (of your colour) Recover

4. End of Round: After all players have resolved a Player 

Phase and Enemy Phase, resolve “end of round” effects.

enemy movement (p17)

Each Enemy follows the first instruction possible below .  

If two Characters are the same distance, or there are 

multiple shortest paths, players choose between the options.

1. If a Character is within Range and Line of Sight, don’t move. 

2. Move toward the nearest Character until it is within 

Range and Line of Sight, then stop moving. 

3. Move toward the nearest Character following the 

shortest path that is not blocked.

4. Move toward the nearest Character, even if the 

shortest path is blocked (for example, by a door).

enemy reinforcements (p16)

Roll the number of Reinforcement dice listed in the 

Mission’s Special Rules. Place Enemies from your colour 

in the Enemy Pool on matching entrances, in alphabetical 

order (first Enemy to Alpha, second to Bravo, etc).

enemy attacks (p18)

Each Enemy of your colour resolves the steps below . 

1. Confirm Target: Attack the nearest Character in  

Range and Line of Sight. If multiple Characters are  

the same distance, players choose.

2. Roll Attack Dice: equal to the Enemy’s Attack rating.

• Modify dice results with Enemy’s abilities.

• Modify dice with any player effects.

3. Resolve Resistance Fists:

• Use 1 “Defending” Fist ability for each F Icon.

4. Suffer Wounds: 

• Take 1 Wound for each S Icon. Ignore H/C.

• If you are on a Cover Obstacle, it takes damage first.

• If you can’t place a Wound token, you are Down.

bosses (p19)

Bosses Activate at the end of each player’s Enemy Phase.

If there are multiple Bosses in play, Activate them in any 

order. For each Boss, roll a die to determine what it does.

player attacks (p14)

1. Choose Weapon

2. Apply Dice Bonus Effects

3. Check Line of Sight

4. Check Range (Weapon’s Range rating)

5. Roll Attack Dice (Weapon’s Attack rating)

• Modify dice results with card abilities.

• Spend Rank tokens to reroll.

6. Resolve Reactions

• F Fists (apply 1 Fist ability for each)

• S Skulls (Enemy Reaction, maximum once)

7. Count Hits

• Miss (Hits < Defense)

• Enemy (Hits ≥ Defense = return to Enemy Pool)

• Boss (Hits ≥ Defense = 1 Wound)

6

?

QUICK REFERENCE

1
Waypoint: Reveal and  

look up immediately 

upon entering this Zone.

Cover Obstacle (Yellow):  

2 Movement/hex entered. 

Number = Wounds absorbed.

Blocking Obstacle (Red):  

Blocks Movement & Line of 

Sight. See reference card.

MAP TOKENS
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